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Abstract. In recent years, the rapid development of DNA Microarray
technology has made it possible for scientists to monitor the expression
level of thousands of genes in a single experiment. As a new technol-
ogy, Microarray data presents some fresh challenges to scientists since
Microarray data contains a large number of genes (around tens thou-
sands) with a small number of samples (around hundreds). Both filter
and wrapper gene selection methods aim to select the most informative
genes among the massive data in order to reduce the size of the expres-
sion database. Gene selection methods are used in both data preprocess-
ing and classification stages. We have conducted some experiments on
different existing gene selection methods to preprocess Microarray data
for classification by benchmark algorithms SVMs and C4.5. The study
suggests that the combination of filter and wrapper methods in general
improve the accuracy performance of gene expression Microarray data
classification. The study also indicates that not all filter gene selection
methods help improve the performance of classification. The experimen-
tal results show that among tested gene selection methods, Correlation
Coefficient is the best gene selection method for improving the classifi-
cation accuracy on both SVMs and C4.5 classification algorithms.
1 Introduction
In the past decade, bioinformatics has been a fast growing research field due to
the advent of DNA Microarrays technology. Amongst many active DNA Microar-
ray researches, gene expression Microarray classification has been a hot topic in
recent years and attracted the attention of many researchers from different re-
search fields such as data mining, machine learning, and statistics.
The primary purpose of gene expression Microarray classification is to build
a classifier from the categorized historical gene expression Microarray data, and
then use the classifier to categorize future incoming data or predict the future
trend of data. These methods encompass SVMs [2], bagging [21] and boosting [6],
decision tree or rule based methods [20], etc. In practise, the gene expression Mi-
croarray classification has been extensively used in cancer research for classifying
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and predicting clinical cancer outcomes [22,23]. It is also applied to cancer di-
agnosis and prognosis [25,24]. In addition, classification can help researchers to
discover the drug response for particular patients in order to use appropriate
treatment for individuals [16].
Gene expression Microarray data is usually of very high dimensions and a
small number of samples. This makes it very difficult for many existing classi-
fication algorithms to analyze this type of data. In addition, Gene expression
Microarray data contain a high level of noise, irrelevant and redundant data. All
these attribute to unreliable and low accuracy analysis results.
Since many classification methods are not scalable to the high dimensions,
they are inapplicable to analyzing raw gene expression Microarray data. Con-
sequently, reducing the number of genes is crucial for applying classification
algorithms to analyzing gene expression data.
This paper is organized in six sections. In this introductory section, we give a
brief introduction to some problems in gene expression Microarray data classi-
fication. In section 2, we explain the importance of data preprocessing for gene
expression Microarray data. In section 3, we review the gene selection methods.
In section 4, we present the design of methods for comparing the accuracy of
SVMs and C4.5 using different gene selection methods. In section 5, we test the
four different gene selection methods with three datasets, and present a discus-
sion of the results. In section 6, we conclude the paper.
2 Gene Expression Microarray Data Preprocessing
An objective of gene expression Microarray data preprocessing is to select a
small set of genes which can be used to improve the accuracy and efficiency of
classification from a high dimensional gene expression dataset.
For example, normally a gene expression Microarray dataset contains less than
100 examples, but has tens of thousand of genes(attributes). High dimensionality
may cause significant problems in Microarray data analysis.
1. Irrelevant and noise genes decrease the quality of classification. Gene ex-
pression Microarray is a newly developed technology, and the data stored
in Microarray data often contain a great deal of noise which is caused by
human errors, malfunctions and missing values. In addition, not all genes in
a dataset are informative for classification. Using irrelevant and noise genes
for classification only causes a greater risk of decreasing the accuracy of clas-
sification. The noise and irrelevant genes should be removed from Microarray
data before classification takes place.
2. The huge number of genes causes great computational complexity in build-
ing classifiers. A Microarray dataset contains large number of genes. This
high dimensionality makes many classification algorithms inapplicable or in-
efficient.
Microarray data preprocessing is a very important stage for classification.
One crucial step of Microarray data preprocessing is gene selection. A good
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gene selection method can not only increase the accuracy of classification by
eliminating the irrelevant genes from Microarray data, but also speed up the
classification process by reducing the Microarray data size.
3 Gene Selection Methods
Gene selection is a process of selecting the most informative genes which are most
predictive to its related class for classification. According to the dependency with
classification algorithms, gene selection methods can be divided into wrapper and
filter methods [12].
A filter method performs gene selection independently to preprocess the Mi-
croarray dataset before the dataset is used for classification analysis. In recent
years, filter methods have become increasingly popular as these methods can re-
duce the dataset size before classification. For example, one of the most popular
filter gene selection methods is called ranking and it has been applied to cancer
classification. Within the ranking, Golub et al [22] used a Signal-to-Noise ratio
method for gene selection in a leukemia dataset, while a correlation coefficient
method was applied to a breast cancer dataset by Van’t Veer et al [23].
However, using a one-gene-at-a-time ranking method does not take the re-
lationships between genes into account. Some genes among the selected genes
have similar expression levels among classes, and they are redundant since no
additional information is gained for classification algorithms by keeping them all
in the dataset. This redundancy problem affects the performance of classifiers.
To eliminate this problem, Koller and Sahami [13] developed an optimal gene
selection method called Markov blanket filtering which can remove redundant
genes. Based on this method, Yu and Liu [26] proposed the Redundancy Based
Filter(RBF) method to deal with redundant problems and the results are very
promising.
In contrast, a wrapper method embeds a gene selection method within a
classification algorithm. The wrapper methods are not as efficient as the filter
methods due to the fact that an algorithm runs on the original high dimensional
Microarray dataset. However, Kohavi and John [12] have discovered that wrap-
per methods could significantly improve the accuracy of classification algorithms
over filter methods. This discovery indicates that the performance of a classifica-
tion algorithm is dependent on the chosen gene selection method. Nevertheless,
no single gene selection method can universally improve the performance of clas-
sification algorithms in terms of efficiency and accuracy. An example of a wrapper
method is SVMs [9], which uses a recursive feature elimination(RFE) approach
to eliminate the features iteratively in a greedy fashion until the largest margin
of separation is reached.
In summary, in order to deal with gene expression Microarray data more
effectively and efficiently, classification algorithms need to consider applying a
combination of filter gene selection and wrapper methods for Microarray data
classification.
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4 Experimental Design and Methodology
In this paper, we examine if combined gene selection methods can enhance the
performance of a classification algorithm. We conduct some experiments on dif-
ferent existing gene selection methods to preprocess Microarray data for classi-
fication by benchmark algorithms SVMs and C4.5.
First of all, we choose SVMs-lights classification system [10] and C4.5 [17] for
experimental study. This choice is based on the following considerations.
Consideration of benchmark systems: SVMs and C4.5 have been regarded as
bench mark classification algorithms. SVMs was proposed by Cottes and Vap-
nik [4] in 1995. It has been one of the most influential classification algorithms.
SVMs has been applied to many domains, for example, text categorization [11],
image classification [18], cancer classification [7,2]. SVMs can easily deal with
the high dimensional datasets with a wrapper gene selection method. SVMs also
can achieve a higher performance compared to most existing classification algo-
rithms. C4.5 [20,19] was proposed by Quinlan in 1993. It is a benchmark decision
tree classification algorithms. It has been widely used in ensemble decision tree
methods for gene expression microarray classification and the results are very
promising [21,5,6,15].
Considering of wrapper methods: SVMs and C4.5 are not only benchmark clas-
sification systems, but each of them contains a wrapper gene selection method.
SVMs uses a recursive feature elimination(RFE) approach to eliminate the fea-
tures iteratively in a greedy fashion until the largest margin of separation is
reached. Decision tree method can also be treated as a gene selection method.
It selects a gene with the highest information gain at each step and all selected
genes appear in the decision tree.
In this study, we choose and implement four popular ranking methods col-
lected by Cho and Won [3], namely Signal-to-Noise ratio (SN), correlation co-
efficient (CC), Euclidean (EU) and Cosine (CO) ranking methods. A ranking
method identifies one gene at a time with differentially expressed levels among
predefined classes and puts all genes in decreasing order. After a specified sig-
nificance expressed level or number of genes is selected, the genes lower than the
significance level or given number of genes are filtered out. The advantages of
these methods are intuitive, simple and easy to implement.
To evaluate the performance of different gene selection methods, three datasets
from Kent Ridge Biological Data Set Repository [14] are selected. These datasets
were collected from some influential journal papers, namely breast cancer [23],
lung cancer [8] and B-cell lymphoma [1]. Table 1 shows the summary of the three
datasets.
During the gene expression Microarray data preprocessing stage, we define the
number of selected genes as 20, 50 and 100 for all filter gene selection methods.
In our experiments, a tenfold cross-validation method is also carried out for each
method to test its accuracy.
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Table 1. Experimental dataset details
Dataset Genes Class Record
ALL-AML Leukemia 7129 2 72
Breast Cancer 24481 2 97
Lung Cancer 12533 2 181
5 Experimental Results and Discussions
Table 2 and Table 3 show the detailed results for SVMs and C4.5 tested on three
different datasets preprocessed by four different filter gene selection methods.
From these experimental results, we make the following observations.
1. When datasets are preprocessed, SVMs improves its prediction accuracy by
up to 15%. Among the four gene selection methods, Correlation coefficient
and Signal-to-Noise methods are the most effective preprocessing method
with 91% accuracy on average, followed by Cosine 84%, and Euclidean 73%.
All tested gene selection methods except Euclidean have improved the pre-
diction accuracy of the classifier; while the performance of C4.5 improves its
prediction accuracy by up to 12%. Among the four gene selection methods,
Correlation coefficient and Euclidean methods are the most effective pre-
processing methods with 85% accuracy on average, followed by Cosine 82%,
and Signal-to-Noise 60%. All tested gene selection methods except Signal-
to-Noise have improved the prediction accuracy of the classifier.
These results indicate that the gene selection methods in general improve
the prediction accuracy of classification. As we mentioned before, Microarray
data contains irrelevant and noise genes. Those genes do not help classifica-
tion but reduce the prediction accuracy . Microarray data preprocessing is
able to reduce the number of irrelevant genes in Microarray data classifica-
tion and therefore can generally help to improve the classification accuracy.
2. The experimental results show that with preprocessing, the number of genes
selected affects the classification accuracy. In Table 2, the highest accurate
results for both lung cancer and lymphoma are base on 100 genes while the
highest accurate results for Breast cancer is based on 20 genes. The overall
performance is better when datasets contain 50 or 100 genes. In Table 3, the
overall performance is better when datasets contain 50 or 100 genes.
The results indicate that a smallest dataset does not necessarily guarantee
the highest prediction accuracy. As a preprocessing method, the number of
selected genes can not be too small. At this stage, the objective of gene
selection is to eliminate irrelevant and noise genes. However, less informative
genes can sometimes enhance the power of classification if they are co-related
with the most informative genes. If the number of genes has been eliminated
too harshly, it can also decrease the performance of the classification. So
during the preprocessing, we need to make sure that a reasonable number of
genes are left for classification.
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Table 2. The accuracy results for SVMs
Dataset Original data 100 gene 50 gene 20 gene
CC SN EU CO CC SN EU CO CC SN EU CO
Breast cancer .62 .75 .72 .46 .54 .74 .74 .48 .57 .77 .77 .49 .53
Lung cancer .96 .98 1.0 .92 .98 1.0 1.0 .91 .99 .99 .99 .92 .99
Lymphoma .92 .99 1.0 .81 .95 .99 .99 .78 .95 .97 .98 .76 .98
Average .80 .91 .91 .73 .82 .91 .91 .72 .84 .91 .91 .72 .83
Table 3. The accuracy results for C4.5
Dataset original data 100 gene 50 gene 20 gene
CC SN EU CO CC SN EU CO CC SN EU CO
Breast cancer .61 .73 .46 .72 .57 .64 .46 .68 .57 .69 .46 .72 .59
Lung cancer .93 .96 .82 .96 .96 .96 .82 .96 .96 .96 .83 .95 .96
Lymphoma .80 .87 .5 .82 .87 .85 .5 .9 .87 .87 .5 .62 .9
Average .78 .85 .59 .83 .8 .82 .59 .85 .8 .84 .6 .76 .82
3. The experimental results also show that not all gene selection methods im-
prove the performance of classification. Based on Euclidean gene selection
method, the classification accuracy of SVMs decreases by up to 8% on aver-
age, while the classification accuracy of C4.5 improves by up to 5%. Signal-to-
Noise is able to improve the performance of SVMs by 11%, but this method
decrease the performance of C4.5 by up to 19%.
Those results remind us that when selecting the gene select method for
data preprocessing, we must consider which classification method that the
gene selection is for. For example, if we select SVMs as a classification algo-
rithm, then Correlation coefficient or Signal-to-Noise gene selection method
is better for data preprocessing. An inappropriate choice can only harm the
power of prediction.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have conducted some experiments on different existing gene
selection methods for preprocessing gene expression Microarray data for classi-
fication by SVMs and C4.5, which themselves contain a wrapped method. We
observed that in general the performance of SVMs and C4.5 are improved by
using the preprocessed datasets rather than original datasets. The results indi-
cated that not all gene selection methods improve the performance of classifica-
tion. Among the different gene selection methods, correlation coefficient is the
best gene selection method and improves the performance of SVMs and C4.5
significantly. Our results also implied that a small dataset usually does not pro-
duce high prediction accuracy. So during the preprocessing, we need to make
sure a reasonable number of genes are chosen for classification. In future, we
will evaluate more gene selection methods and classification algorithms. We will
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investigate how Microarray data size are impact the performance of Microarray
data analysis.
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